
Creative Insight
It has been shown that fake news spread around social media six times 
faster than the truth. According to research, this is because the truth is 
often more grounded compared to fake news that are, by their very 
nature, designed to be attention-grabbing and emotion-inducing. Fake 
news are presented as simple or polarizing answers to the most important 
topics of our time...

Let’s hack 
fake news
HS publishes two versions of selected 
stories in social media. The catch is that 
the other version is intentionally created 
fake news headline designed to grab 
the audience’s attention.

Published as dark posts in Facebook 
and Twitter, these headlines, rely on the 
virality of fake news and direct people 
to the message.

Let the message 
sink in
On the landing page, we will reveal the cam-
paign message. The site contains shareable HS’s 
guidelines on how to identify fake news. 

Landing page hosts a CTA inviting people to join 
the Totuuden puolesta! -Facebook group, to 
which members share fake news they encounter 
in social media.

Start building a community
Totuuden puolesta! -Facebook group is a hub for fake news content and conversation. Members can 
find examples of fake news and tips how to identify them.

The collected fake news are compiled in a book called Totuuden puolesta!

Unfortunately, the truth is almost never simple or black and white. 

Truth is a scale of different tones, and more often than not, the lie is 
much faster than the truth. 

*Source: The spread of true and false news online 19.1.2018,
American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Campaign summary
The world is full of fake news. People have gained the ability to publish wide-
spread content with a myriad of motives and goals as social media has 
become an incremental part of our culture. The ability for everyone to pub-
lish content has highlighted the need for active media consumption and 
media literacy.

Fake it for the truth is a campaign that aims to make people focus on 
the reliability of the content they consume in a way that leaves a last-
ing impact and focuses on creating a movement. Based on the ele-
ment of surprise and the building of a community, this campaign 
uses the tools of fake news in a way that benefits the message of 
media literacy.

By utilising Facebook, Twitter and the HS website, Fake it for 
the truth will spread this important message by hacking 
fake news and building a community. 
 

 

Fake it for the truth
Helsingin Sanomat / Totuuden puolesta

Our solution consists of three steps...

But, there is a way 
we can use this for 

our advantage...

“Falsehood �ies, and 
the Truth comes 
limping after it,” 

-Jonathan Swift

The final bonus step. Let’s not forget about the PR potential

-All medias around the world

Largest newspaper in Finland 
created fake news for the sake of truth.

How do we solve the brief?
Fake it for the truth, is a brave campaign for a brave medium. With the element of surprise we aim to launch a movement 

against fake news lead by HS and to spread the overall awareness of the current state of fake news. The campaign structure 
forms a straightforward whole that is intuitive for audiences active in social media.

As the result of this campaign, HS will gain the thought leadership as the entity working against fake news in Finland. The 
community built with this campaign will function as a lasting mark identifying HS as the source for expertise and truth.
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